The auction mechanism behind
delivering a best-in-class dairy
trading platform

There is not a commodities business in the world that doesn’t
worry about whether it’s getting the optimal price for its products.
The high-volume businesses who deal in homogenous commodities with stable supply routes can rely on traditional broker-led
trading to arrive at the best pricing. But what about the other half of the commodities sector where products trade in smaller,
more volatile, differentiated segments and for whom an irregular supply chain is a fact of life?

Each market has its own set of peculiarities, but

Under these circumstances, producers (sellers),

here are some of the underlying challenges seen as

consumers (buyers), and brokers

common to all:
o

Seasonality – The agricultural sector is
greatly impacted by seasonality, which flows
through to the trading of physical
commodities. In the globalised dairy sector,
we see the trading venue switch focus
between the North and South Hemisphere in

“Any delay in taking part in
the digital transformation of
B2B sales is a lost
opportunity. Early adoption is
a clear path toward shortterm advantages and longterm value.”

(intermediaries), have historically formed ‘local
networks of convenience’ (or ‘local markets’),
with their own locally determined price
dynamics.
o

prevalent in every marketplace. Utilising
banks and letters of credit at many stages
in the supply chain is often seen as the

line with seasonal changes.
o

o

only way to address the risk of default.

Basis Risk – Physical commodities can vary
enormously in type and specification when

Counterparty Risk – The risk of default is

o

Shipment Size – Related to both

compared to standardised contracts traded in

counterparty risk and scaling an operation

the futures markets via major global

to make the trade worthwhile. New

exchanges. This differentiates the standardised

entrants are discouraged from buying

futures markets from physical supply-demand

upstream in a supply chain as large

dynamics and can obfuscate how deep or thin

transactions are sought by sellers.

the markets behind them may be.

To mitigate these risks, the solution is to

Supply Risk – The point of production and

offer smaller, more agile, location specific

consumption are geographically separated.

marketplaces where goods are bought and

Often several forms of transport are relied
upon to move the commodity along the value
chain.

sold in a digital way. Numerous verticals
including coffee, cocoa, dairy, and even
cattle,

are

looking

to

entrants to the market.

encourage

new

NovaFori’s digital marketplace has been designed

What happens when we do not experience a

to provide the right environment in order to

repeated sale of large volumes, or we are

maximise the size of a bidding community with a

dealing with high volatility and no price

particular eye on the more specialised areas of

transparency in our markets? We address

the market. This technology is a full feature,

many of the underlying challenges including:

configurable marketplace platform which

o

Providing a digital platform for

combines enterprise-grade performance and a

commodities lacking a universal

host of flexible auction and trading mechanisms,

marketplace.

which maximise competitive tension through a

o

Helping commodity producers achieve

transparent price discovery mechanism.

fair market pricing dealing with

This white paper discusses how NovaFori worked

irregular supply and demand.

with Global Dairy Trade (GDT) to create ‘GDT
Marketplace’, built on NovaFori’s flagship auction

o

Reducing waste in the value chain by
ensuring there is a centralised

and trading platform, transforming the $700+

transparent marketplace for producers to

billion international dairy market.

sell their commodities to a wide range of

About Our Platform

buyers, rather than just a small number

NovaFori’s technology aims to provide a
complementary model to traditional bilateral

of larger buyers.
o

making it more efficient and

trading. Traditional broker-led trading and larger

transparent.

exchanges work best with large volumes,
homogeneous commodities, and stable supply

Digitising the existing trading process,

o

Facilitating the sale of hard to move

routes. For over half of all the commodities we

commodities or previously unsellable

consume, this is simply not the case.

commodities.

About GDT
Global Dairy Trade (GDT), owned by Fonterra CoOperative Group but operating independently,
provides a reliable and transparent means for
buying and selling dairy commodity products from
around the world. Since its formation in 2008, GDT
has developed into a truly global, multi-seller
auction platform with annual sales of over 600,000
metric tonnes of dairy products across a wide range
of product groups. Today, GDT brings together over
500 approved buyers from more than 80 countries,
with a range of sellers spanning Europe, India, and
New Zealand.

As an established provider of auction services to the
global dairy industry, GDT was aware that a
successful auction platform requires careful
deliberation – running one type of auction that
works successfully for one industry will not
necessarily be the best suited for another industry.
Specifically, they were looking for a technology

”The answer to getting
optimal pricing is smaller,
agile, location-specific
exchanges where goods
are bought and sold in a
digital market. ”

company that could help grow their business of
matching buyers and sellers in the global dairy
industry across a much wider range of dairy
products – a partner who could help create a full
feature, configurable marketplace platform that
combines enterprise-grade performance with

GDT recognised an opportunity to complement its

modern peer-to-peer user experience. The seller

existing twice monthly Trading Events by creating a

community had to have the option of selecting

new digital sales channel, which would enable

different trading models at their disposal based on

24/7*365 trading opportunities for dairy products.

their individual preference.

“A full feature, configurable marketplace platform that combines enterprise-grade
performance with modern peer-to-peer user experience. ”

NovaFori & Global Dairy Trade
As a result, GDT approached NovaFori to build GDT Marketplace on
NovaFori’s flagship auction and trading platform - a full feature,
configurable marketplace platform which combines enterprise-grade
performance and a host of flexible trading and resolution
mechanisms.

Key features of GDT Marketplace:
o
o

o

GDT’s trading model:

Before exploring the methodology and this algorithm in

Multiple trading models supported, beginning initially

GDT Marketplace has initially offered two types of trading

more detail, it is important to outline the objectives of this

with Fixed Price and Tender.

models to its participants: Fixed Price and Tender.

model and why it was developed.

Ability for the seller to nominate which businesses are

Universally, the Fixed Price model, is where the lister

approved to bid on a listing.

specifies the sale price (visible only to the buyers they

GDT’s Tender Objectives

Customised features to present key listing information
in ways that are consistent with conventional dairy

have approved for that listing), and the product is sold to

For the GDT Marketplace’s Tender auction, the design was

buyers in the order in which they submit purchase

guided by three key objectives:

industry practices.

requests until the available quantity is sold.

o

Advanced filtering and contextual search.

o

In-app messaging and private comments.

o

Single Sign-On (SSO) integration with GDT systems.

o

Full API support for user and business
management.

In the Tender model (which is the focus of this white
paper), both the sale price and the allocation of quantity
between buyers is determined by a resolution algorithm.

1.

Maximise total value gain across buyers and
sellers;

2.

Simplify the decision processes faced by buyers;

3.

Enable buyers and sellers to reflect their degree of
flexibility over the quantities they want allocated.

Platform Requirements

As indicated, the Tender model allows the seller and each
buyer to specify a range of inputs that meet their
requirements.

Seller Inputs
The seller specifies four requirements when setting
up a Tender listing:

Solution Method

Buyer Inputs
Each buyer who bids on a Tender listing
specifies the following requirements:

o The minimum total quantity that must be sold
or otherwise the seller would prefer to not sell
anything (Minimum Offer Quantity);
o The minimum parcel size that must be sold to
each successful buyer (Minimum Bid Quantity);
o The minimum price below which a bid must be
rejected (Reserve Price).

o The

maximum

quantity

the

buyer

is

willing to buy at or below a specified price
(buyers

can

enter

multiple

tiers

of

price/quantity bids);
o The minimum acceptable quantity that
the buyer requires or otherwise he or she
prefers to not buy anything.

sought

the

design

a

Marketplace

o The maximum quantity available for sale, (called
the seller’s Offer Quantity);

Given

objectives

resolution
that

seeks

outlined,

algorithm
to

GDT

for

GDT

achieve

three

outcomes:
o Maximise the total value across buyers and
the sellers;
o Wherever possible, all successful buyers pay
the same price (uniform pricing);
o An average selling price as close as possible
to what would have occurred if all bids were
fully flexible.

A
Collaborative
Case
Study Approach

The second objective aim to streamline the bidding process

The result is a trading mechanism where all the

for buyers. When buyers enter bids, this may initially

sellers decide their range of quantity that they are

appear to be a very simple task, but in practice it imposes

willing to sell at, and all the buyers decide what

a heavy burden on the buyer because they need to

quantities of product they would be willing to buy at

correctly guess how other buyers are likely to bid. GDT’s

various key price points (i.e. they specify their

For example, the two companies worked together to clearly

research found it is much better to keep the bidding

demand curve). The Tender algorithm developed by

define ‘value gain’ in economic terms and how it can

decision as simple as possible through a structure where

GDT and Perfect Channel will automatically resolve

maximised through the allocation of variable quantities of

the buyer’s best strategy is to bid the price they are willing

the auction scenario (or ‘clear the market’) aiming

products across buyers. All while taking into account buyer

to pay without needing to take into account what other

to maximise total marketplace value at a fair

and seller constraints on maximum and minimum trade

buyers are likely to do.

market price that benefits everyone.

Turning GDT’s objectives into an algorithm that could
resolve any Tender auction scenario presented, was the
result of a close collaboration between GDT and NovaFori.

quantities and prices.

GDT operates in a trading environment where the available

NovaFori’s solution is three-pronged: diagnostic,

supply can be divided between multiple successful bidders,

consultative and coupled with technology expertise, all the

Conclusion

and where most buyers and sellers will be managing a flow

way from product management, through to economics,

This white paper elaborates the challenges faced

of product through repeated transactions. In some cases, a

auction theory, and data science for all stages of building,

buyer or a seller may have specific quantities they need to

optimising, and managing online marketplaces. The

trade, but more often they will have some flexibility as to

analytics component of the platform allows the constant

how much product they buy or sell through their current

use of data for continuous improvement and evolution.

transaction versus their next trade.

NovaFori subsequently used their marketplace platform to

As a result, the third objective was to enable buyers and

work with GDT to address their three objectives as follows:

sellers to reflect their degree of flexibility, whether very

The first objective reflects the importance for the trading

narrow and highly specific or very wide and unconstrained.

platform to present genuine trading opportunities – not

Enabling buyers and sellers to signal their flexibility

speculative listings at unrealistic prices – and to match the

enables the auction system to find the best combination of

right buyers with the right sellers.

winning buyers that achieves the highest overall value
gain, while ensuring no buyer or seller is allocated
quantities that are unacceptable to them.

with respect to creating a specific marketplace (in
this case dairy) and offers an insight on the best
steps to address them. There is no prescriptive
model, and certainly no ‘one size fits all’ solution
that can be applied to all commodity markets. Core
to every successful market design is a strong
partnership between industry leaders and
technology partners. At NovaFori we believe that
building an efficient and fair commodities
marketplace requires collaboration, and much less
of the overused term disruption.

About NovaFori
We are a cutting-edge technology company based in London and Malaga,
with a decade of experience in combining business analysis, marketplace
design, development and data science. Our technology supports B2B and
B2C clients in Europe, North America and Asia, with over $11 billion GMV
transacted through our platforms since inception.

Our Platform
Our auction and trading platform, powered by data science, is deployed
across multiple industries, including commodities, financial services,
logistics and procurement. The technology platform is flexible, scalable and
modular, designed with a B2C user experience and complex product
attributes of the B2B world in mind.

Data Science

For further information, please contact our

We leverage data by using machine learning algorithms to understand

Sales & Marketing team at:

what's happening in the market, predict future trends and optimise
marketplace performance.

0800 033 7815
sales@novafori.com

www.novafori.com

